**Wild, wild west**

Knights head to Texas face C-USA foes Houston and UTEP — SEE SPORTS, A7

"It isn't about us, it isn't about what happens to us ... I would honestly give my life right now just to get her back."

— Drew Kesse, Jennifer Kesse's father

**Unforgettable**

Undergraduate gets trip to New Orleans for Psychology Conference — SEE NEWS, A2

**Different victims, similar crimes**

Robberies could be one man's work

Beni Sodierski & Lauren Paulauskas, Knight News Staff

The same man could be responsible for two armed robberies within four nights, one in Pegasus Landing and the other in Pegasus Connection, police said, and some residents are concerned for their safety.

On Jan. 6, at around 9:45 p.m., Pegasus Landing resident and senior history major Nicholas Tilley, 22, was robbed behind building 6. Tilley was walking home after a late night studying.

"I was walking home from CNB and a male demanded my money and put me on the ground, the gun to my head," Tilley said.

Not only was Tilley's wallet stolen, but he was also held for more than 20 minutes of the robbery, while the police were taking his statement.

Then, on Jan. 12, at around 9:45 p.m., a similar incident took place at Pegasus Connection. The suspect matched the Tilley's description and the robbery occurred once again at gunpoint, committed by a man wearing a dark jacket and a hooded sweatshirt.

According to the police report, Liana Unnesia, a sophomore physical education major, was robbed of her Louis Vitton wallet, purse and cell phone.

Cpl. Luke UCFCPO said that, while the two investigations are happening in different locations, there hasn't ruled out the possibility that both crimes were committed by the same culprit.

"I'm sure that because of the close proximity, they thought the same thing about them, but I can't confirm or deny that," Cpl. Sean Soro, the public information officer for the UCFPD Office, said essentially the same.

"We can't look at the other case (the Tilley incident) before this case, because this case, he might want to confess to that case as well," Cpl. Soro said.

But for now, Tilley is questioning his decision.

"I don't feel safe anymore," Tilley said. After the robbery, Tilley attempted to terminate his lease but met with opposition.

"I've had a legal aid to contact them, but they've been ignoring me," Tilley said.

**Still missing**

Kesse's family to hold vigil on today's one-year mark

WHITNEY HAMRICK

The mother at the corner of University Boulevard and Alafaya Trail has started to show its age.

It's been ripped and torn, but has survived the Florida rain. The bearing structure of the 24-year-old Jennifer Kesse realises a constant reminder that family friends and law enforce to haven't forgotten about her — and never will.

"It isn't about us that isn't about what happened to her," said Drew Kesse, Jennifer's brother. "It is what has happened to Jennifer. We are only a by-product of what has happened to Jennifer."

"I would honestly give my life right now just to get her back," Drew said. "It's been exactly one year since the 2003 UCF alumna, disappeared, and questions still remain about what happened to the former Alpha Delta Pi alumni.

Both the Kesse family and members of law enforcement including Orlando Chief of Police, Michael J. McCoy will be attending a vigil for Jennifer held at the historic First Baptist Church of Orlando at 5 p.m. today to show gratitude toward the Orlando community.

**TIMELINE**

**DATE/TIME**

Jan. 23, 2006 10 p.m.

Jennifer Kesse makes the last known phone call to her boyfriend, Robert Allen.

Jan. 24, 2006

Jennifer Kesse didn't show up for work at Greg Investments in Ocoee.

Jan. 26, 2006

Weekend of Feb. 4-5

Police release images of a person of interest in more than 1,000 volunteers search the area around her cords, near the Mall of Millenia and the Huntington on the Green apartments.

**PARTICIPATING COLLEGES**

Valencia Community College

Lake-Sumter Community College

**DirectConnect eases transfer pain**

"This is in response to an increasing demand for higher education," said David Harris, Provost for Regional Campuses. "Higher education demands in Florida are expected to exceed the number of state-assisted seats available.

Still, the program does not guarantee admission into funded access programs that require an intra-application.

While the state already has a similar stipulation on the rule books that says if a student completes two years of community college in Florida they are guaranteed admission to a state university, this program is much more specific.

"This is unlike the state's 2-2 program in that it is specific to a by-product of what has happened to Jennifer."

**Cheerleader died of drug overdose**

ABE ARARIA

No one will be charged in the November death of 20-year-old UCF cheerleader William Hyde, investigators said Monday.

Hyde was found dead in his University House apartment Nov. 4, 1 by his roommates after a Halloween party. His cause of death was unknown at the time, but an autopsy report obtained last Friday by the State Attorney revealed that Hyde died from a mixture of these prescription drugs and alcohol.

**Travel**

U.S. PASSPORT: DON'T LEAVE HOME WITHOUT IT

A new study finding that Americans lose their passport in the backyard during the summer may have had the government worried. But a look at the extra measures, the State Department was reassured that people endured the extra security it provided.

**TRAVEL**

**PETS**

HEY FIDO! THIS BUD'S FOR YOU

Most people like to kick back and leave their pets behind when they travel to another country after visiting Canada, Mexico and the Caribbean. But in recent months, extra security measures have been put in place to make sure pets are kept healthy and well. It's safe for humans, but not for pets, according to vets.

**NATION WOULD AD_DA**

FIVE AMERICANS KILLED IN HELICOPTER CRASH IN BAGHDAD

A U.S. military helicopter crashed Sunday, killing all five on board — a crew member, two civilians and a reporter who worked for a London-based news agency.

The crash occurred near the city of Fallujah, about 45 miles west of Baghdad.

Two of the Americans were working for The Associated Press, including photographer Sean Haffey, a native of North Carolina, the news agency said.

The cause of the crash was under investigation.
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**Central Florida Future**

The Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968
The Counseling Center is holding a workshop on how to improve your mood starting Jan. 16 from 2-3 p.m. at the Union. Larry Marks at 407-823-5491.

There is an opportunity for the Around Campus edition.

There will be a recognition especially the story on an event or an occurrence that never happened or that it happened but was unreported. 

The seriousness of the memories can range from imagined social events to which you left your car keys. 

"This doesn't suggest that the subjects cannot tell they are having false memories."

"People will go into a courtroom, and they will tell you that the events are true because of some emotional reasons."

"If available, Williams is planning on attending the Supreme Court hearing."

"The atten­ tion of the opposition, ruling or non-ruling, is an improper signature-gathering."

"The Knight's Round is the University of Florida newspaper that is controlled by the student body of the University of Florida."

"We are always interested in people who have some involvement in some of the research that is being done."
The management of College Park Communities, the parent company of Pegasus Landmark and Pegasus Connection, was unable to be reached for comment.

After leaving telephone messages for more than a week, the local PegasuSec Landmark management was not able to communicate with the university, so the university was not necessarily approved at the corporate level.

Pegasus Connection management did not return multiple phone calls requesting comment last week, and managers could not been reached during two weekend days.

A tile setter said he was under the impression that nighttime security guards would protect residents. But on the night he was robbed, there were none.

However, the lease resident sign when they move in to Pegasus Landing states otherwise.

"Tenant acknowledges that neither Landlord nor Agent has made any representations, either written or oral, concerning the safety of the community, which the Lessee is located or the effectiveness or operability of any new security devices or security measures on the Premises or Facility," the lease states.

The lease also states "Tenant acknowledges that Landlord and Agent nor guarantee the safety of, security of tenants... against any criminal or wrongful acts of third parties... Each Tenant, is responsible for protecting his or her own property and persons..." The lease also states, "Landlord and Agent for any and all damage to persons and property..." They promise "they will tell us if there is a problem... but the lease states otherwise," Tile setter said. The lease can turn to when the landlord isn't responsive.

Florida licensed real estate brokers and property managers Iria Minas said this type of situation is difficult in Tile setter's situation.

"If there's a lease in a lease," Minas said. "It's very difficult as far as the nature of the lease situation." They will only get out of it if the landlord isn't performing. The landlord can't control the area and violence.

"When a person wants to get out of a lease, they have a few options," Minas said. They can forfeit the rent they've already paid. They can also pay their lease until it's up and still leave the apartment. An option that is also available is for the person to find a sub-tenant and take over his lease if he decides to move out.

Still another option is to move out and leave the apartment spotless and not pay the rent, forcing the landlord to evict the tenant and go to court to discuss the situation. "It's not easy because it's a business," Minas said.

The recent crime in Pegasus Landing doesn't shake some residents.

"I don't feel very safe here anyway," McCarthy said. "I would leave now if I could, but I'm moving too soon."
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San Francisco police Sgt. Michelle Gittens, pictured in 2007, is shown in a photograph taken by San Francisco Chronicle photographer Brant Ward. (SFC File) 

For a list of participating employers, please visit www.crc.ucf.edu
"Ninety percent of the responses we've received have been from total strangers," Drew said. "I've heard 'Orlando should be proud.'" Authorities believe Jennifer may have been abducted from her condo near the Mall at Millenia on Jan. 24 of last year. She was expected to return to work that morning, and when her absence stretched to length of the workday, her coworkers knew something was amiss. Jennifer had been in her condo vacate after they rushed over after several unanswered phone calls. Jennifer's clothing were laid out for the day. Her shower was used, and her car was missing. She was not answering her cell phone.

After further repeated calls to her phone were unanswered, her parents called the police. That same day, they found her black Chevrolet Malibu parked, as an unspotted car, about a half mile from the Millenia Mall. The Orlando Police Department Homocide Unit is continuing their investigation of Jennifer's disappearance, the official statement released Monday by the Orlando Police Department said. "This is an ongoing and active investigation. We have not been able to locate or contact the family... Consequently, Homocide Task Force detectives will not be commenting on the status of the investigation."

"Never once was a resource asked or not provided from the FSB to local judges," Drew said about the law enforcement officers assigned to find Jennifer. "We were always on the scene..."

Drew continued, "Detective Assistant Chief of Police Browning (who now retired) spent the first seven days virtually without sleep. They have been working two shifts since she was missing. They have taken the burden of Jennifer's disappearance to heart and are as sickened by it as we are. They have spent hours and hours trying to do whatever it takes. As a parent, it's just a hard, hard thing to see.

Jennifer Kesse is the daughter of James and Neva Kesse. She is 22 years old, and that's too young. We will never give up hope of finding her.

"We want to keep Jennifer's face out there because someone needed something," Drew said. When you type "Jennifer Kesse" into Google there are about 60,000 results. The first Web site listed is JenniferKesse.com and the sister site in Spanish JenniferKesse.com has Web pages on Wikipedia, MySpace, America's Most Wanted, and Crime Library, as well as a transcription from Foxnews.com, cnn.com and watson.com.

The Kesse family has been similarly astounded by the kindness of strangers. Within the first two weeks of Jennifer's disappearance, "Ninety percent of strangers," Jennifer's parents found her. The Kesse family was awarded $100,000.

If anyone has information regarding this case, please contact the Orlando Police Department stated.

Left: A photo of Kesse.
Men’s Tennis starts season against BCC
Golden Knights return five to this year’s roster

WOODY WOUMACK
Staff Writer

The UCF Men’s Tennis team begins its season this Saturday when Bethune-Cookman makes the short trip from Daytona Beach to the UCF Tennis Complex.

UCF returns five players from last year’s team that finished third in the C-USA regular season play. With a team that has a lot of experience now, we get along great,” said Sophomore Brock Sahey, who was forward last season at UCF.

Yakimchenkova breezed by Georgia State’s Dari and looked to wrap up their respective matches. The doubles matchup would prove to be the most fruitless foe for the Knights. Sahey and his teammates have lofty goals for their season, and personal goals won’t be enough to satisfy their hunger. “I’m not too worried about personal accolades,” Sahey said. “I’d rather the team be winning.”

Sahey may be more concerned about the team because of the new scoring system which is in place for collegiate tennis matches.

Each match features six singles matches and three doubles matches. However, in order for a team to score a point in doubles they must win two of the three matches. That leaves 7 total points up for grabs when two teams meet; meaning the first team to score 4 points gets the win.

It may be confusing to the average sports fan, but the system leads to more traditional stand­ings, similar to college basketball.

The team also features an international flavor that sets them apart from any other sports team at UCF.

The seven man roster features players from Mexico, Sweden, Tunisia and Turkey.

Despite the different backgrounds of the Knights, Sahey says team chemistry is at an all time high. “The team is real close right now,” Sahey said. “We get along great... way better than last year. Sometimes the communication is a little tough... but they [the international players] are getting there.”

UPCOMING GAMES

Wednesday, January 24 - 8 PM
USC at 2-2
Overall: 7-9
Rating: 6th in C-USA

Thursday, January 25 - 4 PM
SMU at 4-1
Overall: 12-7
Rating: 2nd in C-USA

“Any team in a conference can beat any other team, so you can’t slip up.” - Mike T. Donaldson, Point Guard

Knights look to move up in C-USA with road wins

BRIAN MURPHY

Every year, every season, for every team, there comes a stretch that challenges their mettle and inner strength. For the UCF Men’s Basketball team, that time starts now.

The Golden Knights will be the toughest and most significant road trip of their season Wednesday night when they take on the Houston Cougars. On Saturday they will face the highly-powered UTEP Miners.

After holding home court over last week to character-victorious victories against SMU and Rice, the Knights are on a bit of a high. Currently the Knights are in Conference USA, 14-4 overall, in third place in the league.

If they can prevail in both games and get a huge stumble from the C-USA powerhouse Memphis Tigers, it is possible that the Knights will be looking down at the rest of their conference foes when they return home.

“We have got to get these two games,” junior guard Mike Sakey said.

UPCOMING GAMES

BED. JANUARY 24-8PM
C-USA: 2-2
Overall: 7-9
Rating: 6th in C-USA

SATURDAY, JANUARY 27 – 4PM
C-USA: 4-1
Overall: 12-7
Rating: 2nd in C-USA

Regardless of how these two games go it will be a huge challenge for the Knights as they return home from their road trip.

FLORIDA SPORTS WRAP

Magic snap five-game losing streak with victory over tired Cavs

LEBON JOHNSON

LeBron James had 44 points for the Cleveland Cavaliers, who completed a seven-game trip on Wednesday when they played their fifth game in seven nights.

"Mentally, we tried to tell ourselves we weren't tired," James said. "But it was tough. It was one of those games you try to forget about. We've
Three Golden Knights earn singles titles at Invitational

Senior Kiera Strickland, Anna recorded her singles title as she won the backdraw title at the Thomasville International Fall Championships in the fall.

Despite the success, all senior Hunter had a 3-0 mark overall for the week after three, the most of any other team. She won the backdraw title at the Thomasville International Fall Championships in the fall.

As she won the backdraw title at the Thomasville International Fall Championships in the fall.

After a victory over UTEP's Megan Chenkova, swept through the C-USA, as she won the backdraw title at the Thomasville International Fall Championships in the fall.

With the purchase of any Wing, large pizza at regular price. If you're looking for a deal, try the 3-0 method with partner Becky Gornick. She had a 3-0 mark overall for the week after three, the most of any other team. She won the backdraw title at the Thomasville International Fall Championships in the fall.

But in the 10 months since their last meeting, Jackson has brought UCF outside of the Gaels for a second time in the past two, as they lost in overtime to the Gaels in an overtime classic. Jackson has scored at least 20 points in four straight contests and eight times this season.

On Monday, Jackson was named Conference USA Player of the Week for the second time this season, in wins over Southern Mississippi and SMU last week. Jackson averaged 20 points and five rebounds per game.

On Saturday the Knights did a solid job of limiting the conference's scoring leader, UCF's Mira Almlof, to just 12 points below his average. On Saturday, they did not face the longest and best threat in Jackson, who is averaging 19.2 points per game and one of the reasons why the Gaels' second-best offense in the nation.
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Report may doom athletics budget

Blasphemous, heretical, revolution ary: we assign titles and definitions to things purely as a way of organizing the information that might otherwise seem to be too much of a good thing. Why is this so? A report of this character may lead us to ask ourselves very pointed questions about the nature of the academic community and the very nature of knowledge.

The report, which was commissioned by the Board of Governors, was written by Alcete T. Dupont of the cross-disciplinary and cross-national research project on the nature of the academic community and the very nature of knowledge.

"We should not think of this report as a means of achieving the highest education system in Florida if it is not possible in the near future," the letter states. "The plan in fact is for us to repeat that which was established in 1994, and that was to have the Board of Governors in plain language and in all its potential dire financial situations.
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Orlando Sentinel careerbuilder
OrlandoSentinel.com/jobfair

JOB AND EDUCATION FAIR

Orlando Expo Centre
400 West Livingston St.
next to the Orlando Marriott Downtown
10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Looking for a new job?

Interview on the spot.

Don't miss the 2007 JOB AND EDUCATION FAIR!

Be there on February 5th to interview and speak with a wide-range of companies, all in one convenient location. Don’t miss this opportunity to meet potential employers and promote yourself in the local job market.

Bring plenty of resumes, wear professional attire and be sure to tell a friend!

For more details call 407-420-5175 or visit OrlandoSentinel.com/jobfair
Furnished or room is looking for student managers for any sport. A 3/2 Custom House, 321-662-8754.

New 3/2.5 Townhome in Winter Garden, 407-808-6589.

1/1 Condo for Rent in Waterford Landing, 407-898-8088.

2 Bedroom Condo, 407-568-2131.

I' M A STUDENT AND A PLASMA DONOR

DCI Biologicals

Find out how thousands of students save time and earn cash by donating plasma regularly. Plasma is used to manufacture critical medical products for people with serious illnesses.

1900 Altalaya Trail, Suite 500
www.dciplasmaph.com
321-235-9100

250 ROOMS

DOWNTOWN Orange, 407-816-9838.

2 Female Roommates needed for a 3/2 Apartment, all utilities included, month plus & utilities. Lease starting Jan 1st, $525 all utilities incl. Call (407) 586-1714.

275 SUITELEASE

Looking for non-smoking students to rent a furnished 1/1 condo on the second floor of a 3/2 Apt. Rent a new home! 4/2/2 home, $600/mo, all utilities incl., 407-678-2482.


Furnished, w/d, ethernet, cable, and Internet. Quiet, safe, clean, non-smoker, no pets, smoking. Move in FEB 1st. 1/1 Condo for Rent in Waterford Landing, 813-997-1148.

www.SUBLET.COM
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Looking for non-smoking students to rent a furnished 1/1 condo on the second floor of a 3/2 Apt. Rent a new home! 4/2/2 home, $600/mo, all utilities incl., 407-678-2482.


Furnished, w/d, ethernet, cable, and Internet. Quiet, safe, clean, non-smoker, no pets, smoking. Move in FEB 1st. 1/1 Condo for Rent in Waterford Landing, 813-997-1148.

www.SUBLET.COM

Furnished or room is looking for student managers for any sport. A 3/2 Custom House, 321-662-8754.

New 3/2.5 Townhome in Winter Garden, 407-808-6589.

1/1 Condo for Rent in Waterford Landing, 407-898-8088.

2 Bedroom Condo, 407-568-2131.
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The Division of Graduate Studies and the Graduate Student Association invite all UCF graduate students to participate in the annual Graduate Research Forum scheduled for April 3, 2007.

All UCF students and community are invited to attend.

The Graduate Research Forum is an opportunity for graduate students to showcase their research and creative projects and to receive valuable feedback from faculty and expert judges.

For more information visit our website:

www.graduate.ucf.edu/ResearchForum

Submit your proposal online through

February 6, 2007